Combining proof-of-concept with dose-finding: utilization of adaptive designs in migraine clinical trials.
There is an obvious need to improve clinical trial designs with respect to efficiency, duration and the number of patients recruited. Adaptive (flexible) designs may be valuable in this respect. We simulated the properties of a two-stage adaptive proof-of-concept and dose-finding trial design in adult migraine patients with moderate to severe headache, with or without aura. We also assessed the usefulness of a combined Bayesian and frequentist approach in the estimation of the probability of success of subsequent Phase III studies. Applying such an innovative approach would result in a reduction of the required sample size by 30 patients and no prolongation of the trial duration. The probability of success in Phase III is > 81%. An innovative adaptive design can facilitate testing of investigational migraine medications by reducing patient numbers and improving predictivity of success in Phase III.